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This audiobook will not be like the other books I have written. I will introduce to you a class of
spiritual beings unlike those you have dealt with before. These beings, at least according to the
second largest religion on this earth, Islam, have incredible sway over our daily lives. In fact, they
may even be considered demons to some in the West. I will explain that in a moment. As I have
stated in many of the other books I have written, humanity since the dawn of time has been in
communication and in many ways obsessed with the forces of the spirit world. We all know deep in
our bones that there is more to the manifest world. Yet, in all this knowing, we still feel that it is
somewhat elusive to us. We go out of our way to connect to the spirit world or go out of our way to
avoid it altogether. For some, the very thought of a spirit world that interacts with our own is one of
the most frightful propositions. For others, it is quite enriching. To know that we are surrounded by
spiritual beings adds a kind of magic to our day to day existence. If you are an occultist, then you
are in constant interaction and know very well that everything around you and all the actions of the
universe are imbued with magick. In fact, all things are derived from magick in some way, shape or
form.
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I really enjoyed this small book, its filled with credible information on how to work with the Jinn, I
have been working with Jinns for years and found it next to impossible to find anything written
outside of the religious, hysterical patriarchal dogma concerning the Jinn. although I don't cosign of

even feel one can bound such a being in an item such as a ring, this is a tremendous start in
learning how to invoke and work with the Jinn, although I didn't see the other class of Jinns like the
Shaitan or Jann, but none the less the info is here, also the author was very honest in his approach,
kept it simple and without the usual religious dogma of reciting an incantation thousands of time,
while doing complicated rituals to invoke the Jinn, which I have never found to be successful. if you
are sincere and respectful Djinns will happily work with you in obtaining your aim. Bravo to the
author in writing and actual workable book in working with Djinns.

I am a huge Baal Kadmon fan, I have never been disappointed with any of his books and this one is
no exception.This author experiments thoroughly with the magick that he teaches to his readers to
make sure that he not giving duff gen and that is incredibly reassuring to me as someone new to
Magick.This book is about working with Jinn and as always he researched and tested the method
thoroughly before releasing the book.If you even suspect that Magick works get one of Baal
Kadmons books and you'll get some results that will startle you.Magick is nothing like I thought it
was and Baal Kadmon is definitly not like the classic image of a self obbsessed and quite often
arrogant occultist.Don't miss out on this author his books are literally life changing.

Great information about Jinn spirits but I would prefer to deal with demons rather than jinns because
I think they are unpredictable. Their unpredictability sounds danger whereas demons can be bound
by angelic powers.

This is an author superb. Well written. To the point. Easy to understand. I'm a fan!!

Writing skills need to improve, a lot of opinions from the author without substantial proof to base
those opinions, need actual research comparisons, but I would be lying if I said it did not contain
some gold nuggets here and there. For the length (65 kindle pg.? more or less) and what I got out of
it I wouldn't pay more than $1.99 for it :(

OK, I purchased the Kindle version, immediately got to work, just getting to review this book. I've
been working with it since I got it. All of them worked.

I really like Mr. Kadmon's books. It's just that there are so many typos! And for me, no jinn/genie!In
this book, he gives an extensive history and etymology on the subject of the Jinn. Yes, it is

interesting to note that the words genie, genius, the names Gene/Jean, Jenny/Jennifer and gin (the
liquor) all are derived from the word jinni, which is a male jinn. Even though jinn are mentioned in
detail in Islam, they predate all religions. King Solomon of the Old Testament and the Quran was
said to have the ability to call upon and control the jinn. For more info on jinn I recommend the
Youtube videos by Dr. Yasir Qadhi.If you look at all the information online about calling jinn, several
things differ. I will only mention three. First, is the recitation of Sura 72 of the Quran, Al-Jinn before
the jinn calling/binding ritual. There is no mention of this in the book. Second, the use of a black
marker (dry erase) or black lipstick to write on the mirror the type of jinn you want, Marid, Iffrit, or
Sila and if you prefer a male or female. There is no mention of this in the book. Third, the use of
three candles: white, red and black. There is no mention of this in the book.I have tried the method
in the book, and as far as I can tell, it does not work. But, then I modified the method with the details
above. No results. I tried a third time with a method I saw done on youtube. Still no results.Maybe
the jinn don't like me. As it is said about cars, your mileage may vary.

Great book especially for those beginning to divulge into conjurations of the djinn.This book
however, Did not teach me anything new, that I did not know already, as a seasoned witch.:)
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